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overcome a certain degree of vaporous elasticity, and con-
sequently competent to the condensation of vapour of
inferior tension, even though gravity should be suspended;
I mean the force of homogeneous attraction." He had
begun to examine some of the phenomena of adsorption.
Though he did not proceed very far, he had entered a region
of physics now associated particularly with Rayleigh,
Pockels, Langmuir and others. Other researches of the
same year were on the chemical properties of pure rubber,
and of Labarraque's Disinfecting Soda liquid, described as
chloride of oxide of sodium. It was prepared by treating a
solution of sodium carbonate with chlorine gas. It had a
very pale yellow colour. Faraday's experiments showed
"that the whole of the chlorine had not acted upon the car-
bonate of soda to produce chloride of sodium and chlorate
of soda; that much was in a peculiar state of solution or
union which enabled it to withstand ebullition, and yet to
act freely as a bleaching or disinfecting agent."
During the ten years following 1821, when he had made
his great discovery of electro-magnetic rotations, Faraday
published very little research on the phenomena of electri-
city, but he thought much and mace many experiments.
About 1822 he made notes of ideas for future trial. Some
of them are:
"Convert magnetism into electricity/'
"Do pith balls diverge by disturbance of electricities in
consequence of induction or not?"
"State of electricity in the interior and on the surface of
conductors and on the surface of holes through them."
" Light through gold leaf on to zinc or most oxidable
metals, these being poles—or on magnetic bars."
"Transparency of metals. Sun's light through gold leaf,
Two gold leaves made poles—light passed through one to
the other."
The prescience in these queries resembles that in the
famous Queries asked by Newton in his Optics, Years
later Faraday added to his queries the comment "I already
owe much to these notes and think such a collection
worth making by every scientific man." When a query

